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232 BAR
FABER STEEL CYLINDERS
Cylinder Sizes
Faber Cylinders are manufactured in a 
number of shapes and sizes to suit your 
needs. We stock limited sizes so if you are 
looking for a speci�c size please contact us 
and we would be happy to discuss your 
requirements. Dive tank sizes available 
include 3L, 7L, 10L, 12.2L (Tall), 12.5L 
(Dumpy) and 15L sizes. 300 bar faber 
cylinders are also available.

The Steel
Faber are known worldwide for their 
specialisation in lightweight, steel tank 
manufacturing and for that reason 
manufacture tanks for brands across the 
globe. They’re lightweight, tough and high 
quality.

Tough and Light
While aluminium is a lighter material, steel 
is considerably stronger. That means that 
an aluminium tank would have a wall 
thickness twice that of steel making it both 
larger and heavier. Faber’s steel tanks are 
both light and robust.

Tank Boots
Most Faber cylinders are supplied with a 
self-draining �exible rubber cylinder, this 
protects the bottom of your cylinder and 
ensure they stay upright when in storage. 
Boots, Tank Handles and Protective Mesh 
are also available to buy separate.

Servicing Cylinders
We are able to �ll and service your 
cylinders in-house.

Shipping Cylinders
Diving cylinders can only be shipped 
empty. Due to shipping regulations diving 
cylinders and valves are shipped in 
separate packages. If you purchase 
multiple cylinders each cylinder will be 
packaged separate and valves will be 
packaged together. 

If you are collecting your cylinder in-store, 
the valve will be �tted for you and we will 
include a FREE Air Fill.

We proudly supply to the UK MoD
NSN 4220-99-850-2582 (15L)
NSN 8120-99-256-7200 (12L)
NSN 8120-99-844-5031 (7L)
NSN 8120-99-902-4568 (3L)


